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AQUA Air

THOR X
Power to change everything. We inspired by THOR's Hammer to design the G4 
Aqua mini and Aqua Pro Series, his invincible body and unlimited power make 
the owner extremely powerful. Let's see how amazing is it. 

AQUA CC

Future Design

Hey, have you see the sexy lighting, Yes, it's the Aqua CC.
We are always thinking an idea which can be Classic and suitable for Collection. 
This should not only a products, it's a pleasing and cool streamline CC. 

The newest mothership is under developing, its super powerful with 300W, and 6 
channels adjustable make the spectrum more vividly. MicMol always keep to design 
the best light with innovation and future-rism.
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MicMol WiFi Control APP
MicMol WiFi Control APP represents a fundamental redesign of lighting control. From 
the devices manage and lighting effect setting, every detail has been thoughtfully 
considered.

Lightness strikes again. The most loved Aqua Air is about to make you fall in love all 
over again. Amazing line view. The Aqua Air is design as a very special visual effect, the 
lighting seems like a slim line when you viewed from the front, it's very cool and magical. 



ONE RULE ALL

represents a fun-
damental redesign 
of lighting control. 
From the devices 
manage and light-
ing effect setting, 
every detail has 
been thoughtfully 
considered. 
MicMol's light has 
always been a 
uniquely product. 
And now it’s even 
more powerful. 

MicMol WiFi APP

Compatible with iPhone
iPad HD, iOS and Android.



THOR & X

Perfect octagonal diamond. THOR is made from a whole 
piece of aluminum block, from the outside to the inside. 
It has a diamond cutting process and a perfect octagon 
diamond shape. The design feels straight into the eye.



With great spectrum comes great power. THOR ele-
vates the lighting to a whole new level of performance 
and adjustability. With the latest CREE LEDs and array, 
THOR reaches new heights in spectrum performance. 
The thousands adjust way by the smart controller, that 
means more power for what matters most: creating 
amazing HD full spectrum.



Amazing line view. The Aqua Air is design as a very spe-
cial visual effect, the lighting seems like a slim line when 
you viewed from the front, it's very cool and magical. 
The new design and power increased which make the 
Aqua Air suitable for more professional aquarium grow-
ing and satisfy for the personal hobby, aquarium stores 
and fish, coral grow operators.



An art of the beautiful appearance. Hey, have you see 
the sexy lighting, Yes, it's the Aqua CC, the revolutionary 
design from MicMol. We are always thinking an idea 
which can be Classic and suitable for Collection. This 
should not only a products, it's a pleasing and cool 
streamline CC. That's why we designed and named it as 
Aqua CC.



THOR’s Pro Stand - Adjustable Bracket. It's a beautifully 
designed stand that's adjustable, so you can select just 
the right angles for cover your tank. The stand has gear-
wheel inside which have 4 angles for adjust. The gear-
wheel makes it super easy to adjust the height of the 
stand, and suit for most of aquarium tank.



Three way mount your Aqua Air. The Super Bracket is 
good for rimless and rimmed tank, easy to adjust the 
length, almost cover all the aquarium tank. The Pro 
Stand is only for rimless tank, it’s stable without taking 
up much space. Hanging Kits is available for all the Aqua 
Air, make your tank more simple and elegant.



Aqua CC. We always pursuing the original design from 
the practice and application. We made a lot of test 
samples before the final plan which is make sure the 
lighting become more simply and easily to use. It's 
carved from a single solid block of aluminium. Accurate 
fit of 3D arc glass makes the entire lamp perfect. 



Lighting Compare
Picture Model PowerLEDs Size

(mm) (kg) (mm)
Weight Coverage

THOR 60WCREE
3535

L: 105
W: 105
H: 28

L: 280
W: 115
H: 28

L: 250
W: 80
H: 10

L: 275
W: 128
H: 15

L: 585
W: 128
H: 15

L: 885
W: 128
H: 15

L: 1185
W: 128
H: 15

2.0 Min: 110
Max: 600

Min: 300
Max: 900

Min: 110
Max: 600

Min: 295
Max: 550

Min: 585
Max: 1085

Min: 885
Max: 1385

Min: 1185
Max: 1685

THOR X 120WCREE
3535 3.0

AQUA CC 30WEpistar
5730 1.0

AQUA AIR
300 30WEpistar

5730 2.0

AQUA AIR
600 60WEpistar

5730 2.5

AQUA AIR
900 90WEpistar

5730 3.5

AQUA AIR
1200 120WEpistar

5730 4.0




